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Paris Coffee Shop 

"Classic Homestyle Atmosphere and Menu"

A step apart from the usual chain coffeehouse, this traditional

establishment is a classic 1950s diner reminiscent of an old soda shop. It

features coffee and hearty helpings of food and encourages quiet, casual

conversation. Serving breakfast and lunch only, Paris Coffee Shop is

known for its desserts and plate lunches. Selections include fried chicken,

catfish, and liver and onions. Breakfast selections are just as plentiful and

include eggs(any style), bacon and toast.

 +1 817 335 2041  mikesmith@pariscoffeeshop.net  704 West Magnolia Avenue, Hemphill,

Fort Worth TX
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Benito's 

"Authentic Mexican"

Serving up fresh Tex-Mex cuisine, Benito's is a Fort Worth favorite. This

casual establishment is perfect for a weekend brunch where they serve up

delicious mango daiquiris and margaritas by the pitcher. The gooey

melted cheese that accompanies the classic chili con carne dish is

distinctly white and that the processed yellow Velvita cheese! Visit with a

group of friends after the bars close or pop in for a quick lunch, whenever

you visit, Benito's will surely satisfy your Tex-Mex cravings.

 +1 817 332 8633  benitosmexican.com/  1450 West Magnolia Avenue, Fort

Worth TX
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Cast Iron at Omni Fort Worth Hotel 

"Delicious Southern Fare"

One of the restaurants at the Omni Fort Worth Hotel, Cast Iron is open for

breakfast, lunch and dinner, as well as Sunday brunch. Using local

produce, the chefs whip up some delicious Southern fare, good examples

of which are the chicken fried Black Angus steak and roasted wild salmon.

If you visit the restaurant for breakfast, you could choose the USD18

buffet, or maybe individual goodies like the baked apple upside down

pancake, three egg omelet and grilled breakfast sandwich. Sunday brunch

comes with the enticing offer of bottomless Mimosas.

 +1 817 535 6664  www.omnihotels.com/FindAHotel/F

ortWorth/Dining/CastIron.aspx

 1300 Houston Street, Omni Fort Worth

Hotel, Fort Worth TX
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Ol' South Pancake House 

"Inexpensive Breakfast near Cultural District"

This place began as a pancake house in 1962 and has been a local

favorite ever since. The location is convenient to Trinity Park as well as

other attractions in the Cultural District. The decor is a little worn, yet also

homey and pleasant, with wooden paneling and paintings on the wall. At

Ol' South Pancake House and Family Restaurant, the menu focuses

primarily on different kinds of breakfast: eggs, waffles, omelets and

several types of pancakes. There is a different lunch special every day,

while the dinner menu features country standards such as meatloaf and

chicken-fried steak.

 +1 817 336 0311  www.olsouthpancakehous

e.com/

 info@olsouthpancakehous

e.com

 1509 South University Drive,

Fort Worth TX
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Yogi's Bagel Cafe 

"Great for Breakfast and Lunch"

Whether you are looking for a great breakfast or lunch spot, Yogi's is the

place. The interior of this casual cafe is modern and eclectic with brightly

colored walls and contemporary metal chairs. This is more than a bagel

shop, though - the menu includes a variety of breakfast and lunch

combinations that are all well prepared. Breakfast favorites include eggs,

burritos, and of course, bagels. Standard sandwiches like pastrami or

turkey, served on a bagel or regular bread, are popular for lunch.

 +1 817 921 4500  yogisdeliandgrill.com/  yogi@yogisdeli.com  2710 South Hulen Street,

Fort Worth TX
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